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ON THE SUBJECT OF TREWS  
 

PART 1 

It is a simple fact of life that not everyone is going to look good in trews.  I will not name names, but 
you probably have an idea yourself.  Now, we do not want anyone looking less than perfect and 
credible in Gordons, so fear not, there is an alternative:  the so called Stettin breeches.  These are 
named after the famous print of Scots mercenaries in Swedish service in 1631(by Koler) shown 
below.  The text translates: “In such 
garments go the 800, in Stettin 
arrived, Irishmen or Irren”.  Some 
contemporary writers have started to 
suggest that these are in fact Irish, 
however this is nonsense, as the kit 
they in is definitively Scots.  This is a 
common mistake by (some quite 
good) historians, who don’t 
understand the nuances of the clan 
system in the mid seventeenth 
century.  For instance certain septs of 
the Macdonalds were Scots who lived 
in both Scotland and Ireland.  Anyway, I digress.  The breeches I refer to are the ones second from 
the left.  These are shown with tartan hose (optional).  Paul Chant (Stumpy) has a good pair that 
could be copied.  Basically they are 1620’s/1630’s breeches, which are fuller and baggier than the 
usual civil war style.  And, as I said, would probably suit those of you who are stockier, better than 
trews.  Either is acceptable for your ‘Number 2’s’. 

 

Stevie 
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PART 2 

(extracted from main article) 
 
Us new guys have not got the trews correct yet.  They are too baggy, sometimes ridiculously so, and 
in one instance are not cut on the bias, and in another are being worn with bucket top boots.  Please 
stop the last point immediately, on receipt of this newsletter burn the trews not cut on the bias, and 
the rest of us need to figure a way out to get the trews looking skin tight. 
 
I want to focus purely on the baggy trews phenomenon as fixing this will most markedly improve our 
overall look.  Here’s some relevant contemporary quotes: 
 
“Their habite is shooes; stockings (which they call short hose) made of warm stuffe of divers colours, 
which they call Tartane; as for breeches, many of them nor their forefathers, never wore any, but a 
jerkin of the same stuffe that their hose is of, their garters being bands or wreathes of hay or straw; 
with a plead about their shoulders, which is a mantle of divers colours, much finer and lighter stuff 
than their hose, with blue flat caps on their heads, a handkerchiefe knit with two knots about their 
necks. As for their attire, any man of what degree soever that comes amongst them, must not 
disdaine to weare it; for if they doe, then they will disdaine to hunt or willingly bring in the dogges” 
John Taylor (1618) 
 
“Those who have stockings make ‘em generally of the same piece with their pladds, not knit or 
weaved, but sow’d together, and they tie ‘em below the knee with tufted garters” 
Thomas Morer (1689) 
 
“In the sharp Winter weather the Highland Men wear close Trowzers which cover there thighs, legs 
and feet...at other times they content themselves with short hose, which scarce reach the knees.” 
Gordon of Rothiemay  (c. 1640) 
 
“Many of the People wear Trowis, some of them very finely Woven, like Stockings...made of Cloath; 
some are coloured and others striped...lying close to the Body from the middle downwards, and tied 
round with a Belt above the Haunches.” 
M. Martin  (1697) 
 
A couple of things to note here.  Firstly they are referred to as ‘close trousers’.  This means tight.  If 
you look at contemporary prints of the lairds and the like, even the tubby ones have skin tight trews. 
Secondly, do not despair of your existing trews (other than the ones not cut on the bias).  The easiest 
way to tighten them is to put them on inside out and pin them down the back of the leg (making 
sure you can still get them on and off), before re-stitching them, or for the more adventurous fix 
them so they button shut around the Achilles tendon area as done on some trews (to show off the 
legs) – but you shouldn’t be able to see socks going in to the shoes (especially on those wearing 
brogues). 
 
Thirdly, the reason they used ties around the haunches was to avoid splitting the seat of the (skin 
tight) trews.  As they generally pull at the knees, the ties take the pressure off here and hence the 
seat. 
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Remember, we have come a long way in a very short period of time.  We should feel good about 
this.  But we should also be realistic and know that getting it spot on was never going to be easy.  
Otherwise you would have joined a crap regiment, not a good (going on great) one. 
 
Onwards! 
Stevie 

 

 

 


